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Introduction 

Disaster Management 

The Disaster Information Management Research Center (DIMRC)1 was created to help with national 

emergency preparedness, response, and recovery efforts. DIMRC is tasked with the collection, 

organization and dissemination of health information resources and informatics research related to 

disasters of natural, accidental, or deliberate origin.  

One of DIMRC’s focus areas is to conduct research to support disaster health information management.  

DIMRC is coordinating the research program for the Bethesda Hospitals' Emergency Preparedness 

Partnership (BHEPP)2  by developing tools to enable three local hospitals to improve communications, 

patient information management, information access, family reunification, and staff training.  

MARS Radio Backup  

Amateur radio has a long history of contributing to emergency communications. The resources of the 

Army-Military Auxiliary Radio System (Army-MARS) 3 are being evaluated by the NLM for back-up 

communications support. With their support, a prototype method of communicating digital data for the 

BHEPP hospitals was developed via a project called the BHEPP MARS Emergency Radio-email System 

(BMERS). This project provides both an emergency email system for three network-linked hospital 

emergency operations centers (EOCs), and a minimal, but functional pathway to exchange emails 

without requiring satellites or regional Internet service.  

Project Focus 

The BMERS project focuses on the backup of digital communications in case of a (local) communications 

blackout. Primarily, it concentrates on communications between HCC and external counterparts (e.g. 

county, state, national EOC, suppliers, etc.). Secondarily, it focuses on communications between HCC 

staff in one hospital and HCCs in different hospitals. 

Requirements 

 Allow one radio-operator to be shared by multiple EOCs; 

 Make (external) communication ‘transparent’ to end-users; 

 Allow the use well-known application paradigms (webmail and to a lesser degree chat); 

 Use PacLink to connect to radio and send and receive messages using MARS and Ham Radio via 

he ham-radio-developed Winlink 2000 system; 

 Allow for both an infrastructure (base) and/or an portable  system; 

                                                           
1
 Disaster Information Management Research Center (or DIMRC). See http://disasterinfo.nlm.nih.gov/ 

2
 Bethesda Hospitals' Emergency Preparedness Partnership (or BHEPP). See http://bhepp.org/ 

3
 The Military Auxiliary Radio System is a civilian auxiliary consisting primarily of licensed amateur radio operators 

who are interested in assisting the military with communications on a local, national, and international basis as an 
adjunct to normal communications. MARS has a long history of providing worldwide auxiliary emergency 
communications during times of need. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_Auxiliary_Radio_System 

http://disasterinfo.nlm.nih.gov/
http://bhepp.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_Auxiliary_Radio_System
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 Restrict capabilities for outgoing messages (i.e. message to recipients external to local domain) 

to better utilize the limited bandwidth of radio connections. Outgoing email message are more 

akin to text messages on a mobile phone, hence they are dubbed text messages. 

Component Overview 

Diagram 
The BMERS system (a.k.a Radiomail) consists of the following components: 

 Web Server (Apache HTTPD) 

 Web Mail Application (Customized version of Afterlogic MailBee) 

 Operator Application (Custom PHP application) 

 Mail Server (hMailServer) with custom event handler (VB) scripts 

 XMPP Server (OpenFire)  

 Radio Mail Client for Winlink 2000 (PacLink) 

 SQL Database (MySQL) 

 Management application (Custom VBScript application, not shown) 
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The system runs on Windows platforms (XP and Server 2008), as PacLink and hMailServer only run on 

Windows. The system (typically) uses XAMPP4 

Descriptions 

PacLink 

Paclink is a radio e-mail client with a built-in POP/SMTP server. It supports VHF/UHF packet radio, and 

HF Pactor radio connections to WL2K (Winlink 2000)5 servers. Paclink uses the B2F message transfer 

protocol that supports attachments, multiple addresses and tactical addresses. This protocol specifies 

the transfer of messages between WL2K PMBOs and WL2K client programs (like PacLink). 

                                                           
4
 Apache Friends is a non-profit project to promote the Apache web server. XAMPP is an easy to install Apache 

(Web Server) distribution containing MySQL, PHP and Perl. See http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp-
windows.html 
5
 Winlink 2000 (WL2K) is a worldwide system of volunteer resources supporting e-mail by radio, with non-

commercial links to internet e-mail. See http://www.winlink.org/ 

http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp-windows.html
http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp-windows.html
http://www.winlink.org/
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PacLink allows the use the MARS or HAM Radio6. PacLink will send and receive email messages via 

connections made with remote systems through a radio connected on a serial (COM) port interface. 

Email messages are exchanged with the mail server via POP and SMTP on the local system. 

The exchange of email messages using MARS and/or Ham Radio via WL2K is subject to some rules. Most 

importantly the email message subject must be prefixed with the radio type and message priority: 

“/MARS <priority>/” resp. “/WL2K <priority>/”. 

Webmail 

The webmail component is a customized version of the AfterLogic MailBee7 application. It is a web-

based PHP application The customizations to this program include a specialized version of email 

messages, named text messages, an integrated instance messaging (or chat) interface, and a web page 

that provides status information about the radio communication (such as view the message pending 

sending via radio in order of priority). Typically, only text messages can be sent to external email 

addresses, i.e. to email address outside the local domain. Chat messages can only be sent inside the 

local domain.  

The Webmail application stores most of its data in a MySQL database instance. Configuration 

information is stored in files. 

Instant Messaging (XMPP) 

Instant messaging is handled by the Ignite Realtime Openfire8 Extensible Messaging and Presence 

Protocol (XMPP)9 Server. The JsJac10 Javascript XMPP client library handles all basic XMPP 

communication for the chat client integrated into the webmail application. The web application provides 

single-sign on, i.e. once a user logs into the webmail application, the user is automatically signed-on to 

the XMPP server, and the XMPP server communicates the user’s presence to other XMPP clients. Other 

(standalone) XMPP clients can also be used.  

The XMPP server uses a MySQL database instance to store its data. 

Mail Server 

hMailServer11 is used as the mail server (POP and SMTP) implementation. hMailServer provides the 

possibility to provide custom (VBScript or Javascript) event handlers. The Radiomail system uses 

VBScript event handlers to implement validation of text message prerequisites (such as size limitations) 

                                                           
6
 HAM radio is the licensed and private use of designated radio bands, for purposes of private recreation, non-

commercial exchange of messages, experimentation, self-training, and emergency communication. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HAM_Radio 
7
 See http://www.afterlogic.com/webmail-client 

8
 See http://www.igniterealtime.org/projects/openfire/ 

9
 The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is an open-standard communications protocol for 

message-oriented middleware based on XML (Extensible Markup Language). See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XMPP 
10

 JSJaC is an XMPP client library written in JavaScript to ease implementation of web-based XMPP clients. See 
http://blog.jwchat.org/jsjac/ 
11

 hMailServer is a free e-mail server for Microsoft Windows that supports IMAP, SMTP and POP. See 
http://www.hmailserver.com/  

http://blog.jwchat.org/jsjac/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HAM_Radio
http://www.afterlogic.com/webmail-client
http://www.igniterealtime.org/projects/openfire/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XMPP
http://blog.jwchat.org/jsjac/
http://www.hmailserver.com/
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and the conversion from the original message to message that can be sent using MARS and/or HAM 

Radio Winlink 2000 accounts on winlink.org servers (i.e. adheres to the WL2K MARS or HAM rules for 

messages). 

Operator Application 

The Operator application allows the radio operator to switch between MARS and HAM radio 

configurations.  This application also allows the operator to view information about the previously made 

connections (such as throughput and duration) and control the mail server’s pending (outgoing) 

message queue (view the pending messages and force the mail server to send those messages). 

Web Server  

Apache HTPPD12 serves as a web server. It handles requests for the web mail and operator applications, 

as well as act as a proxy for XMPP requests for the instant messaging.   

The Apache proxy module is used to redirect XMPP requests to the XMPP server. Using a proxy allows 

XMPP requests to tunnel through port 80. 

Management Application 

The management application can handle the initial configuration of the system, as well as make system 

snapshots on demand.  

Every time the management application is used to configure the system, the entire system is reset. All 

the system’s data is backed up, such that the system can be restored to the previous configuration.  

Note that there is no automated restore functionality. Restoring the system would involve manual 

copying of the backed up files, and manual execution of the database backup scripts.  

A system snapshot is equivalent to a system backup at initial configuration, except that taking a 

snapshot does not reset the system. Snapshots must be triggered manually, as it should not be 

performed while PacLink is running and/or actively connected. 

  

                                                           
12

 The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to develop and maintain an open-source HTTP server for modern 
operating systems. See http://httpd.apache.org/ 

http://httpd.apache.org/
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Component Details 

PacLink 
PacLink is configured through an ini file. One ini file describes either a MARS or HAM Radio 

configuration. The Radiomail system additionally maintains 2 ini file(s) used for the MARS and HAM 

Radio configuration. The operator application handles swapping the current ini file with the designated 

radio type (MARS/HAM Radio) ini file. This requires stopping and starting PacLink. The additional 

configuration files are stored in the (non-standard) configuration directory in the PacLink home directory 

(default location:  C:\Program Files\NLM-DIMRC\Radiomail\PacLink). Note that multiple instance of 

PacLink could be installed. 

PacLink maintains a log of all connection (attempts). These connection log files contain information 

about the contacted station, the start and duration of the connection, and the start and duration of the 

data transmission.  The log files are stored in the PacLink log directory.  The operator application uses 

these files to collect and display connection information. 

PacLink has various directories that contain messages. Specifically the PacLink “To Winlink” directory 

contains email messages that are pending transmission on a radio connection. The operator application 

uses this directory to determine a list of pending messages that can be shown to the operator and 

(indirectly) to the web mail users. 

Typically PacLink is set up with one main WinLink 2000 email address, the so-called gateway address. 

This address acts as the access point for sending and receiving email from the ‘outside’ world. This 

address is also the main email account of the radio operator, and is associated with the operator’s call-

sign. In order to send and receive email through the WinLink servers such an email address must exist.  

The Radiomail system takes the approach of sending every outgoing email through the gateway account 

and encoding the original sender’s (internal) address inside the body of the email and requesting replies 

to include this same encoding. This places some responsibility on anyone replying to an e-mail, but it 

does have some advantages. 

It would be possible to setup an email address for every internal user as a so-called tactical account. 

However, these tactical accounts must be access regularly in order to stay active, and when become 

inactive could be claimed by another operator. Also, this does not allow for flexibility in setting up the 

internal domain to match a specific command structure. Using the gateway address allows changing the 

internal email accounts even after an electronic communications blackout. 

Web Mail 
The web mail PHP application stores files in two locations: the PHP scripts (default location C:\Program 

Files\NLM-DIMRC\Radiomail\apache\htdocs\webmailphp) and configurations files (default location: 

C:\Program Files\NLM-DIMRC\Radiomail\webmail\data) 

The custom Radiomail specific configuration is provided in a separate XML configuration file. This file 

(Radiomail_settings.xml) is located in the settings data directory. 
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Text Messages 

Text messages (messages that can be sent to an external email address) are encoded as regular email 

messages that have a specific subject prefix (/TEXT/). However, this happens ‘under the hood’ and the 

end-user typically does not see this subject prefix. Rather, text message are shown in a specific editor 

for text message that enforces the limitations of text messages. The text messages are shown in folders, 

such as the ‘Inbox’ and ‘Sent’ folders, mixed with regular email messages. The text messages are clearly 

marked as text messages such that they can be distinguished from regular messages, and view or edit 

functions automatically show the text messages in the specialized editor. 

Text messages may be sent to internal and external email addresses. However, any message sent to 

external addresses is subject to several limitations: Maximum size, no attachments and single recipient 

only. Note that user accounts can be marked as ‘privileged’ accounts. Privileged accounts are not subject 

to the message limitations and can send regular email message to external email address. 

Chat 

Web mail has an integrated chat function. This function allows any web mail user to send instant 

messages to other online web mail users. The chat function provides a list of all web mail users and 

indicates for each web mail user whether that user is online (See Instant Messaging). 

Radio Status Information 

Users can view the status of outgoing messages. The status page simply contacts the operator 

application to get the list of messages that in the radio queue (i.e. pending radio transmission). The 

messages are shown in order in which PacLink will transmit them.  Each of the users own message is 

highlighted in the list. The status page will also show whether the radio is currently on, i.e. whether 

messages are currently being transmitted (or not). 

Instance Messaging 
The chat client is integrated into the web application. In order for the chat client to work Javascript must 

be enabled. The JsJac library handles sending and receiving of asynchronous XMPP requests to and from 

the XMPP server through the Apache proxy. 

The Radiomail system uses a SSO (single-sign-on) mechanism to authenticate the user to the XMPP 

server automatically when the user logs into the webmail application. Note that, currently, the webmail 

and XMPP passwords are linked, such that if the user where to change the web mail password, SSO 

would fail.  

Mail Server 
There is a custom event handler VB script (location: C:\Program Files\hMailServer\Events\ 

EventHandlers.vbs). The event handler scripts are configured through a configuration file (location: 

C:\Program Files\hMailServer\Events\configuration.xml). The configuration such information as the text 

message size limitations, the WinLink 2000 gateway mail-address and the names of the privileged user 

accounts. 
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The custom VB script event handlers respond to two different events:  

 Accepting new messages  

When a new message arrives, the associated event handler code validates the message 

according to several restrictions (such a size limitation). If outgoing message is accepted, a new 

message is created that has the appropriate MARS or HAM radio message format, as well as 

uses the gateway address, encodes the original senders email-address in the message body and 

add instructions for replying to the message body. 

 Delivery of messages 

Handles the actual sending the (outgoing) messages. The handler ensures that only the 

appropriately formatted message is sent. The original messages (to external addresses) are 

never sent. Internal messages are handled normally. Message received from an external address 

(i.e. sent to the gateway address) are forwarded to the appropriate internal user (as determined 

from the original sender as encoded in the body of the message. 

In order to deal with multiple recipients (allowed when the user is a privileged user) a message route is 

setup in hMailServer. This message route ensures all outgoing messages to be sent to the PacLink. If no 

route is setup, the default behavior of hMailServer is to send one message is sent to each domain 

included in the recipient list. This would result in duplication (as many as there are domains in the 

recipients list) of messages, due to the way messages are distributes by the Winlink server.  

Operator Application 
The application provides a function to change the system’s radio type. To set the appropriate type the 

application replaces the PacLink ini file with the MARS or HAM PacLink ini file. 

The application reads the pending radio messages (from the PacLink “To Winlink” directory) and 

validates the WL2K prerequisites. The application can show whether messages adhere to the 

prerequisite, and correct the messages (if necessary). Due to the lack of a PacLink API, the messages that 

are already pending transmission cannot be changed programmatically by PacLink. Typically messages 

are corrected when the operator switches the radio type, but it is possible that this fails. Hence, the 

operator may correct the messages manually. Note that PacLink will correct the subject prefix if 

incorrect, when a message is being sent. It will insert the proper prefix based on the type of the 

configured call-sign account. However, it does not remove an existing prefix, so this would result in 

duplicate prefixes. The correction mechanism helps to prevent this. 

The application reads the PacLink connection logs in order to provide the operator with information 

about the previous (successful and unsuccessful) radio connections. The results of reading the logs are 

persisted, because of performance reasons. However, PacLink appears to dispose of old log files. Thus 

storing the results helps to retain this information. The log files are rolled over on a daily basis. The 

results are stored in a similar fashion, to make it easier to determine if persisted results can be used, or 

whether the log file must be read. 
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The operator application uses the hMailServer administration (COM) API to check if messages are 

pending. This allows the operator to determine if any messages are due for sending from the mail server 

to PacLink. The operator application also uses the hMailServer administration (COM) API to force an 

attempt the send the pending messages. This allows the operator to ensure that all messages are 

available for transmission when making a radio connection. 

Web Server 
The web server uses the Apache HTTPD proxy module to ensure XMPP requests that the chat function 

sends to the XMPP server are tunneled through port 80. This avoids having to open other ports on the 

server that hosts the Radiomail system. 

The web server has two virtual directories. One for the webmail application (webmailphp) and one for 

the operator application (operator) that point to the respective PHP script locations (default: C:\Program 

Files\NLM-DIMRC\Radiomail\apache\htdocs\webmailphp and C:\Program Files\NLM-

DIMRC\Radiomail\apache\htdocs\operator). 

Management Application 
The management application servers 2 related purposes: Configuring the initial system (while making a 

backup of the existing system configuration and data) and making snapshots of the system 

(configuration and data). 

When configuring the system, the application captures information about accounts and password during 

a ‘preparation’ phase. The collected information is stored in a manager configuration file that is stored 

under the ‘My Documents’ folder of the user running the program.  The configuration file typically 

contains default locations and configuration information for programs and Radio system components. 

This information customized can be manually, e.g. if programs must be stored in a different location. 

The ‘preparation’ phase will also setup databases for the various third-party programs (hMailServer, 

MailBee and Openfire). The configuration file is located in <My Documents>\NLM-DIMRC\ radiomail-

configuration.properties. This is also the location to provide and account-plan. Typically this file is 

named radiomail-accountplan.xml 

In the ‘installation’ phase the manager application will use the configuration file and account plan file to 

setup the entire environment, as well as generate password for account that do not have a predefined 

password. 

When making snapshots the manager application will also use the configuration file to access the 

database and determine the locations of the various components and programs. 

 


